Right and left hand skill in relation to cerebral lateralization in right-handed male and female subjects: the prominent role of the right brain in right-handedness.
The associations between right and left hand skills to cerebral motor lateralization were studied in right-handed subjects with (FS+) and without (FS-) familial sinistrality. Hand preference was assessed by Oldfield questionnaire and hand skill by the peg moving task. The mean peg moving times (PMTs) and their standard deviations (SDs) were calculated for each hand. There was a significant positive linear correlation between the mean right and left hand PMTs. In males, the mean difference between the left and right PMTs (L-R) showed a significant negative linear correlation with the mean right hand PMTs. There was no significant correlation between these parameters in females. The mean L-R PMTs were found to be positively linearly correlated with the mean left hand PMT in FS- males, FS- and FS+ females (no correlation in FS+ males). The results indicated the contribution of the mean left hand PMTs to L-R hand skill is much higher than that of the mean right hand PMTs. In males, there was no significant correlation between SDs of the mean right and left hand PMTs. In females, SD of the mean right hand PMT was found to be positively linearly related to SD of the left hand PMT. In males, L-R SDs were found to be negatively linearly related to SDs of the mean right hand PMTs and positively linearly related to the SDs of the mean left hand PMTs. In females, only the mean left hand PMT positively linearly correlated with L-R SDs. Here again, the left hand prominently influenced the L-R SDs. In males, SD for the mean right hand PMT showed no relation to right hand PMT. There was, however, a negative linear correlation between SD of the mean right hand PMT and the left hand PMT (no correlations in female). It was concluded that the left hand (right brain) would be of higher significance than the right hand (left brain) in determining the degree of the right-bias in hand skill and its stability in right-handers.